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Agape School of Education

αγαπε

“AGAPE” is the Greek word for  
“unconditional LOVE”



Agape School of Education

New Method, New Language



• THE PREFERRED Partner 
– helping individuals acquire language 

mastery 
– life skills competency

Our Vision



Our Vision
• Our graduates will be able to: 

o understand 
o speak 
o write 
o bridge cultural differences 
o open a world of opportunities 

 in business, academics, tourism and 
leisure



Agape’s principles of education

Teaching 
Communicating 

Knowledge 
Experience

Training 
Physical 
Mental 
Moral

Agape aids the learner in stimulating a 
Love (AGAPE) to learn and to form habits and 

ideals of independent study.



The importance of language

• Language 
– Understand 
– Experience 
– Communicate



The importance of language

• With globalisation 
– take hold of the world by 

storm 
– multilingual is a prerequisite 
– to be a citizen of the world



The importance of language

• Language is… 
– the vehicle for the communication of 

ideas 
– without it, nothing can be done



Misunderstandings arise 
because of language gaps.

Effective communication is the 
key to success.

Vous 
parlez 

Francais?

What? 
I don’t 

understand. 

???



Barriers to success

• Languages 
– being perceived as difficult 
– being seen as elitist 
– being viewed as irrelevant in pupils’ 

future lives 
– all about grammar, vocabulary, rules, etc.



Our Approach

We say NO to “Doctus cum Libro”



What makes us unique?

• We DO NOT 
– Promise super shortcuts to success 
– No short cuts to language 
– Put together 

• selection of  
– useful words 
– phrases 
– Dialogues 

– Make our students  
memorise  

– Repeat what the teachers  
say



What we ARE doing

• Motivate the learner  
– through good practice 

• Offer opportunities  
– to use language in real life 

situations, 
– not just in “rehearsed” situations



What we ARE doing

• Monitor the teaching closely 
• Obtain constant students’ 

feedback & evaluate 
• Improve ourselves  



• Teaching our students how 
 the language works 

• Building  
– good habits,  
– skills,  
– strategies they need 

• Making the student  
internalise the language  

• Use it as his own

We are concerned with…



Our Teachers

• Our teachers are… 
– with academic ability 
– passion for teaching  

• communicate enthusiasm  
• bringing the subject to life 
• giving learners more control over their learning 

That is why Agape is unique



Our Programs Teaching through fun & 
games…

Play Group for 
children



Even the parents could not 
resist joining in the fun!

Our Programs

Play Group for 
children



We offer tutorial support in one-on-one sessions… 
Tutorial Support



…as well as in larger class settings
Tutorial Support



Students sitting for external examinations (such as the DELF and the Cambridge “O”-levels) 
take mock exams in an environment designed to simulate actual test conditions.

Mock Exams



As part of their preparation for the oral component, students are filmed.  
This allows them to study their performance and analyse their weaknesses in detail.

Filming



Our students come from different age groups and all walks of life…

Our students



Our Success Stories

“Having studied French at several different centres, 
Agape School of Education is unique in that it 
does away with the “one size fits all” approach 
and customises its French programme to suit 
individual needs – and surpasses your wildest 
expectations. I ended up passing DELF A1, A2 and 
B1 levels with results I couldn’t believe! 
Furthermore, the Teacher combines fun and 
efficacy in potent blend, so I leave each lesson 
exhausted but extremely satisfied. And I did this in 
six months while serving full-time national service. 
So if you’re a NS-man and you want to ORD with a 
new language under your belt, Agape School of 

Education is definitely the place to get it!” 
–  Bryan Ho (DELF A1, A2 & B1)  



Our Success  
Stories



Our Success Stories



Students’ Activities
Japanese A Level



Students’ Activities
Korean Class Bahasa Melayu Class



Students’ Activities

Mandarin Class



Students’ Activities

French Class



Students’ Activities

Japanese Conversation Class for Adults



The Result 
A world of opportunity achieved through language 

mastery and life skills acquisitions




